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 Open 10am to 10pm

No.53 St.57 just before the junction of St. 352. 
Relax at The Piano Lounge

Call 016 811 711 

 SIMPLY THE BEST SUNDAY 
ROAST DINNER $10.00 

Reserved Seating,

Vino & Co. Serving Fine Wines & Good Food
Irish Coffee - Cocktails & Premium Drinks
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The Advisor is looking for a sales 
and marketing intern to learn the 

entertainment and media industry. 

Please see our website or email 

Nigel for details: 
nigel@theadvisorcambodia.com

theadvisorcambodia.com

BY CASSANDRA NAJI

Infinity. By definition it’s a rather large 

subject for an artist to take on. The unfurling 

of the unbound cosmos, the illimitable arcs of 

space and time, the endless hours you wasted 

going to see Les Miserables; none of these are 

concepts easily captured on canvas.

Em Riem, however, is an artist unafraid 

of tackling subjects of epic scope. Trained in 

Cambodia and France, Em’s artworks have 

shown around the world from Cartagena to 

Darjeeling. In 2011 here in Phnom Penh he 

exhibited Eternity, a series of abstract works 

addressing the enduring shadows of the Khmer 

Rouge era; on March 13 at The Insider Gallery, 

InterContinental, he will show Infinity, a series 

which pushes beyond simplistic representation 

and represents nothing less than infinity itself.

The idea of conjuring the infinite within 

the definite confines of 160cm squared 

canvas hanging in a hotel foyer may sound 

a bit farfetched. But as Em explains, “the 

freedom of abstraction is that of colour,” and 

so he uses this to transcend the limitations of 

boring old physicality. The paintings of Infinity 

display slabs of drenched pigment which 

refuse a representative function: peony pinks 

and oceanic blues have an almost three-

dimensional sensuality to them, creating an 

indefinable interchange of form and tone. Is it 

a shape? Is it a colour? Neither. It’s the infinite, 

depicted in glorious Technicolor. 

Infinity stands in contrast to some of Em’s 

previous work. In Tenderness (2012) he gave 

us portraits of couples and families painted to 

resemble black and white photographs from 

the pre-Khmer Rouge era. A meditation on the 

moribundity of traditional Khmer cultural mores, 

the series was time-bound both in its aesthetic 

and its idea-old-timey look, nostalgia for old-

timey values. Nothing could be further from 

infinite space and time.

Nothing except fashion, of course. The 

fashion industry, predicated upon time-limited 

trends and styles which will make you cringe 

roughly five minutes from now, would surely 

be anathema to an artist producing work 

like Infinity? Not Em Riem.  A man of protean 

abilities – visual artist, sculptor, designer, 

gallerist – you’re as likely to find Em designing 

sculptural gold and leather breastplates as you 

are to see him making pictorial observations on 

the space-time continuum. 

Em explains this apparent contradiction by 

invoking Picasso, who described two categories 

of artist: those who transform the sun into a 

yellow spot and those who transform a yellow 

spot into the sun. Em describes himself as 

belonging to both categories at once, able to 

slip between representative and metaphorical 

at the drop of a hat: “My eclecticism often 

expresses in the reversibility of those two 

functions because, despite a long-time 

commitment to figurative art, I always comes 

back to abstract painting.”

It’s abstract art to which he returns with 

Infinity, hoping, as he explained in an interview 

with art4d.asia, to capture something beyond 

the infinite: “With art, imagination expresses 

a transcendent and indefinable truth… art 

projects us beyond time and makes us a present 

unconditionally.” Transcendent truth and the 

immortality of the moment? Not a bad way to 

spend infinity.

WHO: Em Riem

WHAT: Infinity exhibition

WHERE: The Insider Gallery, InterContinental 

Phnom Penh, Mao Tse Tung Blvd.

WHEN: March 13 – 31 

WHY: You don’t have to be Buzz Lightyear to 

experience Infinity

TO 
INFINITY! 

AND 
BEYOND

CAFE DE LA PAIX.

Inaugurated in May 1862, the Café de la Paix is a legendary Parisian venue 
renowned for its sumptuous décor and spirited gastronomy.

This March, our culinary team will prepare a selection of Café de la Paix 
signature delicacies including traditional French cheese-topped onion soup, 
Café de la Paix foie gras with pear and red porto and classic tartare of beef.

Ensuring you Ensuring you experience authentic Parisian cuisine.

Available at Regency Café from USD 6.50++.

Call 023 424 888 ext. 3562.

Hot air

The Zeppelin Café is the kind of place that 

teenage stoners dream about: hard rock, cheap 

booze, and the palpable sensation that jukebox-

hero superstardom is not just a daydream but a 

destiny. For as long as most anyone can remember, 

Jun has been the rock ‘n’ roll titan behind 

Zeppelin, the dimly lit dive bar known to locals 

simply as ‘the rock bar’. With a long black ponytail, 

the ever-present smoke and two turntables, the 

soft-spoken native of Taiwan spins the greatest 

vinyl collection this side of the 886 country code. 

He does a brisk side business in dumplings, too. 

But it’s the rock ‘n’ roll, and the only-the-music-

matters vibe, that keeps people coming back. 

Zeppelin Café, #9c St. 51.  

DRINK HERE
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WEEK OF MARCH 14-20

The end, when it finally came, was as unforeseeable as it was 

barbaric. Foxy Lady, a 28ft traditional Malaysian perahu bedar, was 

just a few months into what was meant to be the trip of a lifetime. 

From Darwin harbour on Australia’s rugged northern coast, the 

tiny yacht had nosed her way through the crystalline waters of 

the Pacific Ocean, past Timor and Flores, then on to Bali and 

Singapore, before heading up the Straits of Malacca and around 

the tip of the Malaysian peninsula. On board, a trio of tanned 

young adventurers passed for captain and crew. Kerry Hamill was 

27 when he wrote his last journal entry from Foxy Lady in August 

1978. The eldest son of a tight-knit New Zealand family, he – along 

with fellow travellers Stuart Glass, a Canadian, and John Dewhirst 

from England – would within weeks become one of only nine 

foreigners ever executed by the Khmer Rouge. At the time, few 

people outside Cambodia knew of the atrocities being committed 

within. Before Foxy Lady’s course was forever altered, Kerry had 

sent countless letters back home, regaling his family with breathless 

tales. Suddenly, the letters stopped. The silence was deafening. It 

would be a further 18 months before the Hamills finally discovered 

what awful fate had befallen their son. Thirty-one years later, on the 

same day Kerry’s yacht had first strayed into Cambodian waters, 

his little brother Rob – an Olympic and Trans-Atlantic rowing 

champion – arrived in Phnom Penh to confront Kerry’s killers at 

the Khmer Rouge Tribunal. At the same time, he agreed to the 

filming of Brother Number One, an award-winning documentary 

by Annie Goldson, James Bellamy and Peter Gilbert that follows 

Rob as he retraces Kerry’s final steps. Along the way he visits Tuol 

Sleng, where his brother was tortured; meets three S-21 survivors, 

and penetrates a Khmer Rouge stronghold to find the Navy officer 

in charge when Kerry’s yacht was attacked. The resulting film is 

“the story of an innocent man brought to his knees and killed in the 

prime of his life, and the impact his death had on just one family”.

WHO: Rob Hamill

WHAT: Brother Number One screening

WHERE: Meta House, #37 Sothearos Blvd

WHEN: 7pm March 14

WHY: The ghost of the Khmer Rouge confronted

See daredevils defy gravity when freestyle motocross riders demonstrate 

their mid-air skills at the Cambodian leg of this year’s International MX 

Challenge, courtesy of KTM.

WHO: Adrenalin junkies

WHAT: Top 1 Oil International Motocross Challenge

WHERE: Flying Bikes Motocross Track, Prek Leap

WHEN: 8:30am to 4:30pm March 17

WHY: Witness daredevils defying gravity

The exact origins of the bassoon elude easy 

pinpointing, but historians believe Martin Hotteterre 

– with or without a little help from his craftsmen 

friends – may have something to do with it during 

the 17th century. By 1700 a fourth key had been 

added, laying the instrumental foundations for the 

grandiose music of Vivaldi and Bach. Tonight, the 

modern bassoon makes its Cambodian debut with 

a recital of everything from Telemann to Stravisnky. 

Featuring is bassoonist Fraser Jackson, of the 

Toronto Symphony Orchestra, and Monique de 

Margerie from the Royal Conservatory of Music of 

Toronto on piano. 

WHO: Fraser Jackson and Monique de Margerie

WHAT: Bassoon and piano recital

WHERE: Meta House Gallery, #37 Sothearos Blvd.

WHEN: 8pm March 15 

WHY: “The bassoon is one of my favourite 

instruments. It has the medieval aroma, like the 

days when everything used to sound like that. Some 

people crave baseball... I find this unfathomable, 

but I can easily understand why a person could get 

excited about playing the bassoon.” – Frank Zappa

How many events have you had to excuse yourself 

from, or be escorted out of, due to your failings 

in the world of dance? No, the awkward drunken 

shuffle thing you do doesn’t count as a legitimate 

dance move. Swooping into town to save our two 

left feet a la Kevin Bacon in Footloose is professional 

swinger (no, not that kind) and pianist Gordon 

Webster, from Canada. Before the lindy hop 

luminary lays down his hep-cat piano riffs, the pros 

from PPPSwings will give a free beginners’ class in 

swing dancing. You’re going to need it: the class 

is followed by a three-hour swing set with some of 

Phnom Penh’s finest musicians. Brace your ears for 

the sounds and moves of Fats Waller, Count Basie, 

Oscar Peterson and Gene Harris.

WHO: Gordon Webster and friends with 

PPPSwings

WHAT: Swing dance lessons and live music

WHEN: 8pm March 18

WHERE: The Village, #1 St.360

WHY: Impress your girlfriend

TJ Brown first fell for bluegrass in North 

Carolina, where he learned to play the guitar. 

Tonight Grass Snake Union bids a fond 

farewell to their lead guitarist and vocalist, 

who’s returning to the US and taking his vocals 

with him. Seize your last chance to see the 

current line-up, set apart from other bluegrass 

acts by their choice of material. As well as 

standards such as the music of Bill Monroe, the 

band interprets tunes by Lady Gaga, MGMT, 

and The Pixies, among others. “It runs the 

gamut: we’re playing songs written 90 years 

ago and songs written one year ago,” says 

TJ. Expect new covers, original tunes, and 

songs from obscure Americana acts such as 

The Devil Makes 3, Gillian Welch, and Zack 

Langton (TJ’s brother-in-law).

WHO: Grass Snake Union

WHAT: Bluegrass

WHERE: Equinox, St.278 

WHEN: 9pm March 15

WHY: Bid Grass Snake Union’s TJ a fond 

farewell

Rockabilly has never been an urban genre, but 

the attitude of Tango & Snatch – with lyrics such as 

“Searching sidewalk bars and gutter windows” and 

“Phnom Penh’s our city of vice” is as city slicker chic as 

tattoos and black eyes. This might be why their debut 

album, Rock & Roll Machine Deathmatch, evades easy 

comparisons to other rockabilly acts and instead seems 

at home next to more dirty and world-weary albums 

such as The Germs’ (GI)  and Tom Waits’ Rain Dogs. 

Singer/guitarist Ziad Samman’s manic pack-and-a-

half-a-day vocals help keep up the good-time-at-a-

dive-bar vibe. Sharing vocal and song-writing duties 

is drummer Melanie Brew, who balances out the act 

with a more nasal/less gravelly singing voice. In the 

album’s closer, The Outrageous PFB, she spits genuine 

venom in lines like “You think you’re precious / You 

think you’re a thrill / Tell me how it feels with my boot 

in your grill,” and “You think I’m ugly / You think I’m the 

worst / You won’t be thinking nothing from the back of 

a hearse.” Rounding out the band’s sound with upright 

bass is Hong Kong-based musician and producer Koya 

Hisakuzu and bassist Kate Liana. True to their rockabilly 

roots, Tango & Snatch is an act that needs to be seen 

live to be fully appreciated. The album is now available 

at artefracture.bandcamp.com. 

WHO: Tango & Snatch

WHAT: Rock & Roll Machine Deathmatch album 

launch party

WHERE: Memphis, St. 118

WHEN: 9pm March 16

WHY: Manic pack-and-a-half-a-day vocals help keep 

up the good-time-at-a-dive-bar vibe

His set has touched on everything from dope-

smoking cricketers to female orgasms and he 

“was the smart-arse kid at the back of the class 

calling things out to make the other kids laugh and 

annoy the teacher”. Andrew Clay, the product of 

a sprawling family of “wise-cracking, fast-talking 

eccentrics”, pioneered stand-up comedy in his 

native New Zealand and is here for tonight’s 

Comedy Club Cambodia on his first tour of 

Southeast Asia. Joining him is Australia-born, 

Britain-based Marcus Ryan, an incurable travel 

addict who’s performed comedy on every continent 

except Antarctica. Bolstering these masters of mirth 

are Aidan Killian’s recent comedy crash-course 

graduates Scotty Davis (UK), Laura J Snook (UK) 

and Sam Thomas (US), along with Malaysian visitor 

Luwita Randhawa.

WHO: Andrew Clay (NZ) and Marcus Ryan (AUS) 

plus guests

WHAT: Comedy Club Cambodia

WHERE: Pontoon club, St.172

WHEN: 8:30pm March 20

WHY: Masters of mirth in action

My brother’s killer

Demons of dirt

Lip my reeds Cut looseFiddles & farewells Growling the blues Funny ha ha
THU14

SUN17

FRI15 MON18FRI15 SAT16 WED20



The year is 2040 and the global recession 

has flipped the world economy. Asia is enjoying 

the global power status it last had in the Middle 

Ages, and the 350-year rise of the West has been 

almost completely reversed. ‘White ghosts’ – 

gweillo in Cantonese slang – live hand to mouth, 

forced to do the menial jobs once reserved for 

cheap Asian labour, or starve.

Among them are a suburban ‘baby maker’ 

couple with PhDs in robotics, who make dolls 

for rich Asian kids while dreaming of creating 

the ultimate killing machine (“I hear of people 

who make it to Beijing – and their degrees aren’t 

worth anything. They end up fixing ovens and 

toasters.”). A ‘human spammer’ oozes through 

offices and bars, making cash every time she 

drops brand names into the conversation; a 

‘digital janitor’ risks his health entering the virtual 

past to pixelate logos in adverts. To earn a single 

canteen of fresh water, homeless brothers scour 

the countryside for silk deposits left by giant 

mutant spiders.

These characters from an all-too-probable 

future star in new mockumentary, Ghosts With 

Shit Jobs. The film portrays a New World Order 

in which ‘the economic collapse of the West is 

complete and the East is in full ascendance’. 

The premise is far from unprecedented: in 

December, the National Intelligence Council in 

the US published the report Global Trends 2030. 

In it, NIC Chairman Christopher Kojm writes: 

“We are at a critical juncture in human history, 

which could lead to widely contrasting futures. 

The world of 2030 will be radically transformed 

from our world today.”

Comparing the scale of global chance 

to the French Revolution and the dawning of 

the industrial age in the late 18th century, the 

authors note that Britain took more than 150 

years to double per capita income. India and 

China could do it in a tenth of the time, with 

100 times more people. “By 2030, Asia will be 

well on its way to returning to being the world’s 

powerhouse, just as it was before 1500.”  

The film, screening at The Flicks with a Q&A 

session with Torontonian co-director Jim Munroe, 

taps into latent fears about the rise of the Tiger 

Nation and won the Best Feature award at Sci-

Fi London 2012. Its ghosts star in patronising 

Chinese documentary Window On The World, 

which harks back to the kind of anthology films of 

yore that make distinctly cringe-worthy viewing 

today (“They have such resilience and spirit. 

We could learn a lot from these people.”). As 

Carole Jahme writes in The Guardian, “With 

no budget and only in-kind support, Munroe 

decided that rather than struggling to create all 

the 2040 gadgetry necessary some of it would be 

mimed. This works well – it is as though gadgets 

have become so sophisticated many of them 

are invisible. Some light touches with graphics 

and momentary sound effects are enough; the 

viewer’s imagination does the rest.” 

The Advisor met Munroe, who has been 

compared to Philip K Dick and is more often to 

be found writing graphic novels and comics, to 

talk the rise of the East, the fall of the West, and 

sharpening the cutting edge of science fiction. 

What made you choose this premise?

You see it in the news: scary graphs, how 

the West is going and where China’s going, 

and this undercurrent of anxiety and fear cycles 

endlessly. There’s nothing really explicit, it’s all 

in the undertones of the reporting. I wanted to 

put it into a story context because that’s how we 

deal with a lot of stuff culturally. I was interested 

in checking that out in a post-apocalypse that 

wasn’t a zombie post-apocalypse.

You’ve said in previous interviews that it 

wasn’t the economic angle but the human 

angle you wanted to bring to the fore. 

I’m not really a futurist in the sense that 

some science fiction will do endless amounts of 

research into economic forecasts. I’m not hugely 

interested in being right about my predictions. 

It’s a ‘What if’ scenario. I’m more interested in 

putting characters into power dynamics than I 

am in economic theories. 

The film taps into the latent fear of a global 

shift in the balance of power. I was braced for 

something far more horrific. What made you 

stop short of outright terror?

[Laughs] I’m not a horror guy! I think another 

creator would totally go in that direction. I’m 

more interested in the politics of showing how in 

the future they would be more patronising to us 

than we were to them. 

The hosts of the Chinese documentary made 

pretty painful viewing.

There are people who, having seen the 

trailer, have accused me of being all ‘Yellow 

Peril’ and ‘Asia-baiting’. The idea goes back to 

at least the 1920s: the idea that the Chinese are 

overrunning our country. But to me it’s much 

more about the reversal of fortune. People’s 

memories are short: when they’re on top they 

forget what it was like to be on the bottom, at 

least within a generation or two.

We had a screening in Seoul recently and 

one of the programmers said afterwards ‘What 

you’re saying is going to happen, it’s just a 

matter of when and how Korea will fare given 

their relation to China.’ They’re thinking ‘OK, 

China’s going to take over. Where are we going 

to fall? Are we going to be seen as American 

sympathisers and thus be kept away from the 

table?’ It’s not going to be like the Third World, 

but more like the Second World; like Britain was 

in the 1940s and ’50s, where the quality of life is 

pretty low. I thought that was pretty insightful and 

more realistic than my notion of it being a Third 

World. We probably won’t fall that far, but we 

will fall. It’s just a question of how far. I found out 

yesterday that we got accepted into the Beijing 

Film Festival, which is a big shocker. 

Will the film be censored?

I have no idea, honestly. I won’t be able to 

check their subtitles, so they might entirely turn it 

into government propaganda...

Maybe it’ll be a triumph of will and they’ll all 

start cheering.

[Laughs] Even North Americans admit this is 

going to happen. This could actually turn the whole 

thing. In 30 years, I might find myself commemorated 

with a statue: ‘After he was lynched in Chinatown in 

Toronto during the famine of 2023...’

Wired magazine wrote of Ghosts With Shit Jobs: 

‘Excellent sci-fi isn’t dead, it just moved to the 

internet.’

It was a $4,000 movie but we intended it to 

be a no-budget movie, so it was a total failure 

[Laughs]. We had made a movie before in 2007 

for about $700 and it took us about six months but 

the production values were terrible – the audio 

and video were pretty crappy, which was really 

distracting. We wanted to make something where 

the production values weren’t distracting. Our goal 

was to do it again but with more polish. We did pre-

production over about six to eight months, where 

we’d skill share with people who were interested in 

making movies and wanted to learn about editing or 

lighting or acting; we tried to build a community. We 

had a huge pool of actors to choose from, but post-

production people were very hard to find for free. 

We looked for people at that sweet spot who had the 

skills but also had some spare time and were willing 

to get involved. Our special effects person’s day job 

is working on movies like Resident Evil and Scott 

Pilgrim – big-time studio stuff – but she was really 

fond of our script. 

Is this the future of filmmaking? 

I’m a graphic novelist; I only got involved in 

making movies when it could be done for free. I 

enjoy the collaborative process, but I don’t like the 

culture at all. I think it’s a terrible culture. It’s so 

calcified; there are such standard ways of doing 

things and there’s a very conservative element that’s 

only interested in keeping things the way they are. 

I find that all terribly boring. The fun thing for me 

is to try to prove people wrong when they say you 

can’t do anything on a budget less than $1 million. 

It is possible; I’m going to keep making movies like 

this and I think more and more people are going to 

as well. If I want to write something that’s totally out 

of my imagination, I can write a book, but if I want 

to write a film that can economically be done, this is 

how to do it. 

One of the techniques that kept costs down was 

using mime rather than special effects, which 

gives the film a certain theatrical feel. 

It was definitely a choice because at some point 

we could have added effects. We only have them 

when the characters are in-world – when there’s 

visual feedback from the overlays and you can 

see stuff, otherwise we figured they’d have better 

privacy settings than Minority Report. I mean, 

someone’s going to be looking over Tom Cruise’s 

shoulder when he’s on the subway, so it made sense 

that it would be fairly invisible. The doctor – I know 

him from high school and he’d been doing some 

concept acting – he’s an artist and there’s a certain 

spatial intelligence he has that artists often have in 

terms of being able to picture things and turn them 

around in their head and get them right. He really 

stood out. The only direction we gave the actors was 

‘Imagine there’s a giant iPhone in front of you. How 

would you interact with it?’

Given that you weren’t politically or economically 

eulogising, what do you hope people will take away 

from this film? 

There’s definitely a political point to the thing, but it’s 

not on a country basis. It’s analysing that well-meaning 

documentarian who ultimately is almost predatory, 

turning people’s misery into a kind of consumer product. 

That’s something I’ve always had a problem with in 

documentaries and it’s so easy to fall into that. ‘Aren’t 

these people sad?’ 

Speaking of which, another powerful motif repeated 

throughout the film is that of a hamster in a ball. I 

know how that hamster feels.

[Laughs] It’s about the notion that people can 

cope with adversity and tell stories to themselves as 

to why their job isn’t so shitty; how they rationalise 

things. You see documentaries on the garbage 

man who thinks he’s an archaeologist: ‘People throw 

this away, but it’s history!’ That, for me, is at once 

uplifting and pathetic. It’s such a complicated thing. 

I was interested in trying to capture that and getting 

people to think more critically when they watch 

documentaries. There’s also an undercurrent, with 

the baby maker who ends up in jail and eventually 

blows up the cameraman with a battlebot; that’s a 

cautionary thing. It’s about someone who has ambition 

and talent but is just boiling in their own juices. There 

are a lot of people today who are cut off from all sorts 

of opportunities because of bullshit bureaucracy 

and racist policies. You get enough of those people, 

you cut off enough of those people and there are 

going to be repercussions. It’s not just a bad idea 

economically. 

How has the film been received by the Asian 

community so far?

Toronto has the second-largest Chinatown outside 

of San Francisco. There’s one scene at a Chinese 

restaurant; one of the owners called just before the 

shoot. I thought: ‘Oh, no!’ He said: “We’re a little bit 

worried about the name of your movie. Some of the 

owners were just wondering about the ghosts part.” 

They’re very superstitious about the dead. I said: 

‘No, no, it’s Cantonese slang for white people.’ He 

just laughed. “OK, that’s fine.” In a Canadian context 

you’d get people much more upset about using slang 

for another race – that would be the red flag, not 

dead ancestors.

Final words: I did feel slightly cheated when we 

didn’t get to see any giant mutant spiders.

[Laughs] It couldn’t have been anything but 

terrible, that’s the problem!

WHO: Sci-fi film director Jim Munroe

WHAT: Ghosts With Shit Jobs screening plus director 

Q&A

WHERE: Flicks 1, #39B St. 95 & Flicks 2, #34 St. 130

WHEN: 7pm March 15 (Q&A) at Flicks 1; 6:30pm 

March 20 at Flicks 1 & 2

WHY: A much-needed collective reminder of what it 

feels like to be cannibalised 

The rise of the Tiger Nation
BY PHOENIX JAY

FUTURE OF FEAR 
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Thursday 14
Control Room

Egyptian-US filmmaker J Noujaim directs a documen-
tary investigating the ethics of media-managed wars. 
She travels to the headquarters of Al-Jazeera, the media 
leader in the Arab world, to find out what the news looks 
like in Iraq. 4pm at Meta House, Sothearos Blvd.

Barton Fink
A renowned New York playwright is enticed to California 
to write for the movies and discovers the truth of Holly-
wood. With John Turturro and John Goodman. Directed 
by the Coen Brothers. 6:30pm at The Flicks 3, Gasolina, 
St. 57.

Brother Number One
For this moving documentary, filmmakers A Goldson & P 
Gilbert follow New Zealander Rob Hamill on his trip to 
Cambodia. He retraces the steps of his brother, who was 
killed by the Khmer Rouge at Toul Sleng prison. 7pm at 
Meta House, Sothearos Blvd.

Pulp Fiction
The lives of two mob hit men, a boxer, a gangster’s wife 
and a pair of diner bandits intertwine in four tales of vio-
lence and redemption. Directed by Quentin Tarantino. 
8:30pm at The Flicks 3, Gasolina, St. 57.

Friday 15
Oz The Great And Powerful

Oscar Diggs (James Franco), a small-time circus magi-
cian with dubious ethics, is hurled away from Kansas to 
the vibrant Land of Oz in this prequel to the 1939 clas-
sic. 1:30pm at Legend Cinema, City Mall 3rd floor.

Jack The Giant Slayer
The ancient war between humans and a race of giants 
is reignited when Jack, a young farmhand fighting for a 
kingdom and the love of a princess, opens a gateway 
between the two worlds. 3:30pm at Legend Cinema, 
City Mall 3rd floor.

Front Line
David Bradbury is one of Australia’s most successful 
documentarists. Front Line, about the life and death of 
legendary combat cameraman Neil Davis, won him an 
Oscar. 4pm at Meta House, Sothearos Blvd.

Amour  
Georges and Anne are in their eighties. They are 
cultivated, retired music teachers. Their daughter, who 
is also a musician, lives abroad with her family. One 
day, Anne has an attack. The couple’s bond of love 
is severely tested. By Michael Haneke. Oscar winner. 
6:30pm at Flicks 2, #34 St. 130.

Ai Weiwei: Never Sorry
Alison Clayman’s documentary chronicles the Chinese 
artist and activist as he gets into an increasing number 
of clashes with the local government. 7pm at Meta 
House, Sothearos Blvd.

Ghosts With Shit Jobs
In 2040, a generation of Torontonians has grown up 
after the economic collapse of the West. The movie 
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consists of episodes of a documentary series popular in 
mainland China about the bad jobs some white people 
have. Q&A with director. 7pm at Flicks 1, #39B St. 95.

Amour 
Georges and Anne are in their eighties. They are 
cultivated, retired music teachers. Their daughter, who 
is also a musician, lives abroad with her family. One 
day, Anne has an attack. The couple’s bond of love 
is severely tested. By Michael Haneke. Oscar winner. 
6:30pm at Flicks 1, #39B St. 95 & Flicks 2, #34 St. 130.

Minority Report
In a future where a special police unit is able to arrest 
murderers before they commit their crimes, an officer 
from that unit is himself accused of a future murder. 
Starring Tom Cruise. 9pm at Flicks 1, #39B St. 95.

Oz The Great And Powerful
9:30pm at Legend Cinema, City Mall 3rd floor.

Jack The Giant Slayer
9:30pm at Legend Cinema, City Mall 3rd floor.

saTurday 16
Oz The Great And Powerful

1:30pm at Legend Cinema, City Mall 3rd floor.

Jack The Giant Slayer
3:30pm at Legend Cinema, City Mall 3rd floor.

Small Apartments
A man is surrounded by strange events and odd neigh-
bors in this adaptation of Chris Millis’ novel. Starring Matt 
Lucas (Little Britain), Peter Stormare and James Caan. 4pm 
at Flicks 1, #39B St. 95 & Flicks 2, #34 St. 130.

The Hudsucker Proxy
A naive business graduate (Tim Robbins) is installed as 
president of a manufacturing company as part of a stock 
scam. Written and directed by the Coen Brothers. 6pm at 
Flicks 1, #39B St. 95 & Flicks 2, #34 St. 130.

Amour
Georges and Anne are in their eighties. They are culti-
vated, retired music teachers. Their daughter, who is also a 
musician, lives abroad with her family. One day, Anne has 
an attack. The couple’s bond of love is severely tested. By 
Michael Haneke. Oscar winner. 8:30pm at Flicks 1, #39B 
St. 95 & Flicks 2, #34 St. 130.

Oz The Great And Powerful
Prequel to the 1939 classic. 9:30pm at Legend Cinema, 
City Mall 3rd floor.

Jack The Giant Slayer
The ancient war between humans and a race of giants is 
reignited. 9:30pm at Legend Cinema, City Mall 3rd floor.

sunday 17
Oz The Great And Powerful

1:30pm at Legend Cinema, City Mall 3rd floor.

Jack The Giant Slayer
The ancient war between humans and a race of giants 
is reignited. 3:30pm at Legend Cinema, City Mall 3rd 
floor.

Celeste & Jessie Forever 
Hilarious comedy about a divorcing couple who tries 
to maintain their friendship while they pursue other 
people. 4pm at Flicks 1, #39B St. 95.

Darfur
US journalists in Sudan are confronted with the dilem-
ma of whether to return home to report on the atrocities 
they have seen, or to stay behind and help the victims. 
This feature film is directed by controversial German 
director Uwe Boll. 4pm at Meta House, Sothearos Blvd.

The Kid With A Bike
Abandoned by his father, a young French boy is left 
in a youth farm. In a random act of kindness, the town 
hairdresser agrees to foster him on weekends. Golden 
Globe nominee. 6pm at Meta House, Sothearos Blvd.

Oz The Great And Powerful
9:30pm at Legend Cinema, City Mall 3rd floor.

Jack The Giant Slayer
The ancient war between humans and a race of giants 
is reignited when Jack, a young farmhand fighting for a 
kingdom and the love of a princess, opens a gateway 
between the two worlds. 9:30pm at Legend Cinema, 
City Mall 3rd floor.

Monday 18
Amour 

By Michael Haneke. Oscar winner. 6:30pm at Flicks 1, 
#39B St. 95 & Flicks 2, #34 St. 130.

The Kid With A Bike
Abandoned by his father, a young French boy is left 
in a youth farm. In a random act of kindness, the town 
hairdresser agrees to foster him on weekends. Golden 
Globe nominee. 8:30pm at Flicks 1, #39B St. 95 & 
Flicks 2, #34 St. 130.

 Tuesday 19
Fixer: The Taking of Ajmal Naqshbandi

Ian Old’s award-winning documentary shows the 
kidnapping of an Italian journalist and his Afghani 
interpreter and the events leading to the release of the 
former and the murder of the latter by the Taliban. 4pm 
at Meta House, Sothearos Blvd.

Silver Linings Playbook
After a stint in a mental institution, Pat moves back in 
with his parents. Things get more challenging when 
Pat meets Tiffany, a mysterious girl with problems of her 
own. Oscar for Jennifer Lawrence (Best Actress 2013). 
6:30pm at Flicks 1, #39B St. 95 & Flicks 2, #34 St. 130.

Lost In La Mancha
Former Monty Python member Terry Gilliam is probably 
best known for his fantastical films, such as Brazil and 
12 Monkeys. Now Gilliam himself is the subject of a film. 
Fulton & Pepe’s documentary is a must-see about his di-
sastrous attempt to bring the famed novel Don Quixote 
to the screen. 7pm at Meta House, Sothearos Blvd. 

The Seven-Ups
A tough detective who is part of an elite New York 
City unit is trying to find out who killed his partner, but 
uncovers a plot to kidnap mobsters for money. 8:30pm 
at Flicks 1, #39B St. 95 & Flicks 2, #34 St. 130.

Wednesday 20
Dancing With Dictators

When Ross Dunkley, Aussie co-owner of Burma’s Myan-
mar Times and Phnom Penh Post publisher, agreed to 
let a film crew into his Yangon offices, he couldn’t have 
imagined the headlines that would follow. 4pm at Meta 
House, Sothearos Blvd.

Ghosts With Shit Jobs
In 2040, a generation of Torontonians has grown up 
after the economic collapse of the West. The movie 
consists of episodes of a documentary series popular in 
mainland China about the bad jobs some white people 
have. Q&A with director. 6:30pm at Flicks 1, #39B St. 
95 & Flicks 2, #34 St. 130.

Django Unchained
With the help of a German bounty hunter, a freed slave 
sets out to rescue his wife from a brutal Mississippi plan-
tation owner. Best Writing, Best Supporting role Oscars. 
8:30pm at Flicks 1, #39B St. 95 & Flicks 2, #34 St. 130.

EvENTS
Thursday 14
Yoga Classes

With Oskar and Alison: 6am Ashtanga (Mysore); 8am 
Ashtanga Yoga (led); 12.15pm Slow Flow Yoga and 
6.30pm Sweat & Samadhi. 6am at Yoga Phnom Penh, 
close to St. 21 and BKK market.

Women’s International Group
9:30am at Java Cafe, #56 Sihanouk Blvd.

Divalicious! Ladies Night
Hot dance & House beats from DJ Snowy (CAM). 4pm 
at Riverhouse, Sisowath Quay.

Sunset River Cruise
4:30pm at Velkommen Backpackers, St. 144.

Belly dance classes
Learn the ancient art of belly dancing. 6:30pm at You 
Khin House, #13A St. 830.

Rugby: Stade Khmer
Nothing required except motivation and training is 
free every Thursday at 6.30pm at Lycée Français René 
Descartes (Street 96).

#42, Street 178.

016 462 532

6 NATIONS
AND SUPER
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General Knowledge
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For advertising rates, 
please call Adam 
on 092 571 530

THE BIGGEST 
ALL DAY WEEKEND

Willow Boutique Hotel
House 1, street 21, Tonle Bassac.

092 55 37 43

BREAKFAST @ The  WILLOW

2 EGGS ANY WAY, 2 HASH BROWNS, 
2 STRIPS OF BACON, 
1 SAUSAGE, SAUTEED MUSHROOMS, 
GRILLED TOMATO WITH BASIL, 
TOAST, 1 ESPRESSO AND A FRESHLY 
SQUEEZED JUICE!

2 EGGS ANY STYLE, HASHBROWN, 
2 CORN FRITTERS WITH TOMATO SALSA 
AND SOUR CREAM, SAUTEED MUSH-
ROOMS, 2 PIECES OF TOAST,
1 ESPRESSO AND A FRESHLY 
SQUEEZED JUCIE!

or

W
hen it first became apparent I 

was to tour Cambodia I really 

wasn’t sure what to expect. 

So I had no expectations, 

bar maybe trying out a few tropical fruits I had 

never heard of before. A swarm of dragon flies 

welcomed me to Phnom Penh. I had never seen 

orange dragon-flies in swarms. In Tasmania you 

will often see two flying together, but never in a 

swarm. 

My agent told me to be careful after the 

first night, when after discovering myself on 

the cover of The Advisor I fell off my producer’s 

motorbike (not hurt, thank God)! After the fall 

I was taken into a girly bar where he put the 

Mincers on the stereo and I danced with 20 

whores to Look in the Mirror. Little did I know 

that tuk tuk drivers would soon be calling out my 

name in the twilight. In hindsight I got way more 

than I could have bargained for: the adventure 

of a lifetime.

Curiously, the tour didn’t go as expected. 

Stu and I had travelled to PP where we had 

picked up Melanie Brew (of local punk-

rockabilly band Tango & Snatch) on bass via our 

agent. The first three days we spent in rehearsal 

at Theaheng Music School. Lugging my gear 

up 10 flights of stairs to the rooftop studios was 

kinda like boot camp and after three days of it I 

was considerably fitter.

My first few nights were spent at the Silver 

River hotel; my room overlooked a car park 

inhabited by a curious smattering of haphazard 

businesses and extended families coexisting 

with the stink, among wrecks and machete-

wielding workers hacking bamboo into small 

chunks while children played (I thought I’d 

booked a room with a river view). I eventually 

found somewhere good for $9 a night, and 

managed to talk them into not kicking me out a 

couple of times due to misunderstandings.

The first show at Equinox was well received. 

It felt great to finally be out of Tasmania, 

doing what I loved most to a whole room 

of international types who really seemed to 

be digging our sound. The first major tour 

hurdle was the King Father’s cremation amid a 

Disneyland of ritual which had sprung up in his 

honour across the city: our gigs were postponed 

for nine full days. 

The following week came the second 

hurdle: managing to fall out with the drummer 

I’d travelled from Hobart with. I decided 

to continue solo, and ventured out to the 

Cambodian Space Project’s Australia Day gig 

at the Cambodian Naval Base. It was stinking 

hot and 100 Khmer kids splashed in the foam-

filled pool, while roughly 300 expats crammed 

under the canopies and umbrellas. The meat 

pies were cold, the sausages didn’t taste like 

sausages and we sweated like pigs, but I had 

never quite felt so patriotic in my green and 

gold sandals.

That night I travelled to Kampot with the 

CSP. On the tour bus I met a fellow Tasmanian: 

Tim Oliver, a teacher and photographer 

who had just relocated to Phnom Penh and 

decided to make the journey with the band. 

In the following week Tim documented my 

time exploring the city, as well as staged photo 

shoots.

Weary after one all-day session spent posing 

with pigs and chickens and armoured cars, 

we found ourselves at the Red Fox on Street 

136 – my new favourite bar. It was here I met 

renowned author/Pussy and the Learjets lead 

guitarist Tom Vater in the flesh for the first time. 

Tom had helped me line up our Bangkok show 

at the Overstay via Facebook. We realised we 

both wanted to work with the same producer 

here, so why didn’t we just go into the studio 

and collaborate on a few tracks?

A few days later we rocked up at Jan 

Mueller’s (aka Professor Kinski) recording studio 

with new strings on our guitars and an etched-

in-stone plan to make a punk rock racket. We 

got to spend two days recording, mixing and 

mastering two tracks, Good Behaviour and Flow 

Chart. The clips to both songs are currently 

under construction and will use some of the 

10,000 photos Tim took earlier than week. 

Then I visited Tuol Sleng, where men, 

women and children tortured and murdered 

men, women and children. My buoyant 

mood was hacked down by ghostly machetes. 

Dripping sweat into my t-shirt, already soaked 

with sadness and empathically paralysing my 

moments with anguish, sadness, torment and 

despair. Never before had I visited a place so 

haggard with torture and death. As I walked 

away suddenly I could feel the sadness of the 

city, and also the resilience. And it was strong.

After the King Father’s cremation, I’d noticed 

a heightening in energy around the city in a really 

positive way. Although eerie music had been 

spilling out of public speaker boxes on most street 

corners, there were thousands of monks and 

people mourning, all wearing black and white. I 

donned the regalia and mourned alongside.

It probably wasn’t the greatest idea to fire 

my long-term drummer on tour, but I did. Fellow 

Aussie Myley Rattle from Show Box wanted us 

to play at his venue so badly that he found me 

a replacement, Norwegian wildman Henrick 

Rassmussen, who I borrowed from local heavy 

metal band band Splitter.

Our second show at Show Box was my 

favourite gig of the tour. I was so happy to be 

playing with a band at that point and it was 

my birthday. Unfortunately that day Tim the 

photographer fell victim to foul play. He was 

drugged and woke up two days later, missing 

our last tour dates. Conversely I wasn’t really 

feeling it at our Kampot show a few days later 

and it rained solidly for the whole time we were 

Mincing 
on through

on stage, which was a pretty loud layer of noise 

in the semi-outdoor setting of Bodhi Villa.

In the end I had been on planes, in papers, 

on banners, on motos, in tuk tuks. I have felt 

the sweaty city of Phnom Penh breathe me in 

and wrap me in its chunderous bowels. So rank 

were some of the stenches they paralysed my 

breath for blocks, like the putrid stench of poo 

river near Tuol Sleng. Yet the perfumes were 

exquisite and the bling so blinging. 

The smiling faces and broken onlookers; 

beggars’ fists, desperate measures. Among the 

traffic the flight of fury as a moto overtakes at 

100km an hour (the official speed limit is set at 

25). I was involved in two attempted muggings: 

one in a tuk tuk, the other a late-night bag 

snatch (luckily the only things stolen were my 

phone and make-up wallet). I got really tragged 

out when I realised I had no red lipstick and 

found it impossible to find that colour in Kampot, 

though I did get a large Dragonfly tattooed on 

my back at Moi Tiet bar/tattoo parlour.

I reminisce about the night I went into 

the Heart of Darkness... and came out alive, 

with my wallet; about the rides bathed in the 

golden late-night glow of the street lamps. The 

tuk tuks revving down large empty parades; 

my driver hunched over and black jacketed, 

monkeyesque. Never before had I felt so free in 

the warm sticky air. 

It was hard to go home, to a place where a 

beer costs $5, dinner $20 and you can’t even 

get a passion fruit and mint frappe. Back at 

my day job, fantasising about my holiday, I’m 

trying to write new songs and make movies in 

my spare time. I’m planning drum auditions and 

have three likely candidates. And I’m dreaming 

about a European tour later in the year, via 

Phnom Penh, of course.

Hear ZoeZac’s music on soundcloud.

com/zoezac.

ZoeZac of Tasmanian grunge 
peddlers The Mincers gives us a 
peek at her Cambodian tour diary
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Swing Dance Classes
Learn how to lindy hop with PPPswings! Register for 
class at pppswingers@gmail.com. Bring any photo ID 
to get inside secured school area. 6:30pm Intermediate, 
7:30 Beginners. $5 expats, $2.50 local Cambodians. 
First lesson is free. 6:30pm at ISP Secondary School, 
Norodom Blvd.

Adda and Ono: Live & Acoustic
Adda Angel is a Cambodian independent female 
singer/songwriter/guitarist inspired by country pop. 
7:30pm at The Village, St. 360.

Hockey Night in Cambodia 
Step into the steel cage and brush shoulders with the 
top hockey players in the nation. No equipment is 
necessary and sticks are provided. Be there. 7pm at 
City Villa Tennis Courts, St. 71.

Einstein’s Birthday: Celebrating the Randomness
Come friend, eat and drink. Scientific Institute of the Box 
shots on offer all night and a special guest DJ playing 
up in the Bunker. 7pm at Showbox, St. 330.

Mojito Cuban Night
Stan has prepared the best Cuban music for the night 
and Mojitos will be special price. 7pm at Bouchon wine 
bar, St. 246.

Cutting Edge of Ignorance Pub Quiz
8:15pm at The Local 2, St. 144.

Open Mic Night
8:30pm at Paddy Rice Irish Sports Bar, Sisowath Quay.

vanity Smirnoff Night
The beautiful DJ D’ZIER (BKK) brings the sexiest tunes.  
9pm at Nova, St. 214.

Ritchy and Phil: Frank Sinatra Tribute 
Ritchy and Phil bring the style and class of the legend-
ary Frank Sinatra to Doors for a night not to be forgotten. 
9pm at Doors Phnom Penh, St. 84.

X-Pat Soundsystem
DJ Nico’s X-Pat Soundsystem features the best of Krau-
trock and German Electronica. 9pm at Meta House, 
#37 Sothearos Blvd.

Shameless 
Join The Digital Punks, Vagina Dentata and The Phnom 
Penh Pussycat Dolls for a night of hedonistic pleasure, 
entertainment and the coolest of current music & house 
classics. 9pm at Pontoon Club, St. 172.

Swing Night
Swingers get together for a night of social dancing. 
Come practice your moves or just grab an Anchor and 
a crepe and watch. 9pm at Equinox, St. 278.

velvet Night
DJ Trix spins funky house. 10pm at Riverhouse Bistro, 
Sisowath Blvd.

Friday 15
Yoga Classes

With Alison and Oskar: 8am Sweat & Samadhi; 
12.15pm more Sweat & Samadhi and 5.45pm Happy 
Hatha. 8am at Yoga Phnom Penh, close to St. 21 and 
BKK market.

TGIF Friday
Start your weekend party with our Resident DJ and 
experience the ultimate boutique clubbing & dance 
performances. 4pm at Riverhouse, Sisowath Quay.

Happy House Friday
Start the weekend with cruisy tunes and delicious BBQ 
kebabs (vego too). The BBQ has become a popular 
party choice, with reservations of up to 30. 6pm at The 
Willow Boutique hotel, St. 29.

Pathways Trivia Night and Benefit Dinner 
Good food, fun games and learn more about are 
current projects in Takeo Province. There will be three 
rounds of trivia and a two-hour boat cruise prize for the 
winning team. 6:30pm at East and West Cuisine, #176 
St. 63 & 288.

Shadow Puppets
Large shadow puppet theatre and contemporary 
dance with live music from a traditional Khmer orches-
tra. 7:30pm at Sovanna Phum, St. 99.

Open Space Band
Get ready to R&R with some great tunes from the ’60s 
to ’90s performed by our live house band. 8pm at 
Riverside Bistro, #273 Sisowath Quay.

Classical concert
Bassoon recital with The Jackson-de Margerie Duo, 
featuring works by Telemann, F Mendelssohn, Fauré, 
Stravinsky and Piazzolla. Reservations: 077 787038. 
8pm at Meta House Gallery, Sothearos Blvd. 

Dub Club

Professor Kinski’s Dub Club, featuring DJ Tonle Dub and 
Amplifire live performance. 8pm at Meta House, #37 
Sothearos Blvd. 

Lady and the Tramp

Experience the angelic harmonies of the latest duo to 
turn heads in the capital. Originals and beautiful covers 
on piano and guitar. 8:30pm at The Village, St. 360.

Salsa Classes
8:30pm at Perma Cafe St. 450.

Ladies’ Night @ Tabu Lounge
DJ Kiss with the greatest hits of the moment: hip hop, 
RnB, house and dancehall. 9pm at Tabu Lounge, 
Sothearos Blvd.

Gipsy Rumba with Diego Dimarques
Diego brings listeners on a journey to Spain with classic 
gipsy rumba. 9pm at Doors Phnom Penh, St. 87. 

Grass Snake Union
Lead singer/guitarist TJ Brown’s last show at Equinox 
before returning to the US. Grass Snake Union play a 
compelling mix of bluegrass, lo-fi, up-tempo, sweat-
inducing alt-folk songs, both originals and unique 
covers. 9pm at Equinox, St. 278.

Belly Dance
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A professional belly dance performance by Linda 
Stankova. Relax your spirit with the ancient ritual of 
Shisha smoking. 9pm at Harem, Sisowath Quay.

Funky Electro
With DJ Bassbender. 9pm at Top Banana, St. 278.

Weekend Night
Lime Club presents its Weekend Night party with our 
gorgeous Coyote models girls’ and boys’ show. 9pm at 
Lime Club, St. 172 (inside Star Palace).

Criminal Records
Punk, Indie, New wave, Alt rock and Britpop. 9:30pm at 
La Croisette, Sisowath Quay.

DJ Gang & DJ Rob
10pm at Pontoon club, St. 172.

saTurday 16
Yoga Classes

With Alison and Oskar: 10am Sweat & Samadhi (vinyasa 
yoga, pranayma and meditation). 10am at Yoga Phnom 
Penh, close to St. 21 and BKK market.

Introduction to Salsa
Phnom Penh Community College workshop. In the morn-
ing participants will learn about Salsa dance and music, 
basic salsa steps and ‘Shines’ & ‘Styling’. The afternoon 
session will focus on working with partners including lead 
and follow, spins, turns and combinations. 10am at Phnom 
Penh Community College, cnr Streets 63 & 294.

Touch Rugby
3pm at ISPP field in BKK1.

Yoga Class
Balance your body and mind. 3pm at Botanic Cafe, St. 19.

Freshie Pop
Resident DJs Star, Snowy, Bee & Narata play Hip Hop and 
Mixed Asian Pop. 4pm at Riverhouse Lounge, Sisowath 
Quay.

Saturday for Kids
Children’s activities such as drawing games and more are 
available and supervised. 4pm at the Sunway City Toul 
Kork Café Fresco.

Little Kitchen Goes to Mexico 
This month’s theme is Mexican food. Revenues benefit Wat 
Opot Community in Takeo, which houses about 60 chil-
dren and 25 adults, many of whom are infected with HIV 
and Aids. Only 70 tickets will be sold ($15). Reservations: 
littlekitchenpp@hotmail.com. 6:30pm at Meta House, #37 
Sothearos Blvd. 

Open Space Band
Get ready to R&R with some great tunes from the ’60s 
through ’90s performed by our live house band. 8pm at 
Riverside Bistro, #273 Sisowath Quay.

Salsa Explosion
DJ Jimmy Campbell conjures forth the spirit of 1950s 
Havana. 8pm at The FCC, Sisowath Quay.

Open Mic
8:30pm at Blitz bar, Sisowath Quay.

Lazy Drunks
Live music 9pm at Sharky Bar, St. 130.

Tango & Snatch Live @ Memphis Pub
Phnom Penh punk-rockabilly. 10pm at Memphis Pub, St. 
113.

DJ Blue
10pm at Pontoon club, St. 172.

sunday 17
Paddy’s Box Day

Smash some green clothes on and Irish up your coffee. 
St Patrick’s Day has crawled through time on a belly 
of sobriety to be destroyed! Come to the Box for cold 
Guinness, cheap whisky, food specials and folk music 
all day. 2pm at Show Box, St. 330.

Phnom Penh Hash House Harriers
Drinkers with a running problem. 2pm at Phnom Penh 
Railway Station.

Sunday Sessions
Chilled Beats, Cool Drinks and Rad People – Recover. 
3pm at Show Box, St. 330.

Sunday Sessions
Live music. 5pm at Rubies, St. 19, cnr St. 240.

Madasgascan Music 
The Coconut Water Foundation presents the Madagas-
can band Bloco Madagasy, which performs Batucada, 
a Samba substyle. Its 11 members have come to Cam-
bodia for a cultural exchange and to raise awareness of 
women’s rights. 6pm at Meta House, #37 Sothearos Blvd. 

Euan Gray and GTS
Cool grooves, jazz originals and infused funk soul cov-
ers. 8pm at Riverhouse Bistro, Sisowath Quay.

Live music: Filipino Danny
Danny has been rocking Phnom Penh for years and is 
one of the most popular cover artists in town playing all 
your favourite rock classics. 8pm at Local 2, St. 144 on 
Riverside.

Mush-Up
The best of techno & electro trance. 9pm at Elements 
Club, Ground Floor, Attwood Business Centre, Russian Blvd.

Sharky Jam Night
Featuring Smokin’ Kenny Smith; all musicians welcome. 
9pm at Sharky Bar, St. 130.

Monday 18
Yoga Classes

8am Sweat & Samadhi (vinyasa yoga with pranayama 
and meditation); 12.15pm Slow Flow and 5.45pm Deep 
Flow yoga. 8am at Yoga Phnom Penh, close to St. 21 
and BKK market.

FRIDAY 
NIGHT 
JAZZ JAM
ART . MUSIC . ITALIAN TAPAS

Address: #188 Eo, Street 13 (corner of National Museum)   .   Phone: 016969275   .   Email: operacafephnompenh@live.com

OPERA CAFE
P H N O M P E N H

EVERY FRIDAY FROM EIGHT ‘TIL LATE

56/58 Street 57; 012.691.402

sandbox
climbing wall

swings

newspapers

free wifi

bouncy castles every weekend

perfect for birthdays, large groups

BY FAINE GREENWOOD

T
here’s Chinese-Chinese food 

and then there’s Western 

Chinese food, and most foodies 

maintain that never the twain 

shall meet. But sometimes you 

find yourself waking up in the morning with 

a weird jones for sweet and sour pork and 

hot and sour soup, even while living in Asia. 

What to do? The Sichuan Restaurant on 

Street 136 may provide the answer to this 

dark existential question. 

What’s special about Sichuan food? 

It’s known for harmonising ‘seven basic 

flavours’, with an emphasis on the sour and 

spicy side of things. Most unique is the use 

of Sichuan pepper, a vaguely lemony tasting 

spice that actually numbs the mouth. It’s an 

effect some find off-putting, and others find 

entrancing. 

The photo-album menu at Sichuan is 

extensive and comes in both photographic 

and Curiously Translated English varieties: 

pointing and ordering from the irate-looking 

staff is your best bet, and prices are low. 

As many of these Chinese restaurants 

do, Sichuan offers home-made fried 

dumplings with pork and chives ($1.50) 

for starters, packaged in chewy and rather 

doughy wrappers. I prefer a more delicate 

dumpling myself, but my dining companions 

proclaimed them excellent. 

On the main course side of things, 

Sichuan’s superpower is good versions 

of the Chinese dishes Westerners are 

accustomed to eating off a depressed-

looking buffet line: sweet and sour pork 

($4.50) and kung pao chicken ($4.50), 

the twin pillars of Americanised Chinese 

cuisine. 

What’s often forgotten is that these 

dishes did originate from tasty Chinese 

originals imbued with actual flavour: the 

crunchy and addictive kung pao here is a 

Kickass

great reminder of this, with small chunks of 

diced chicken served in a slightly sweet and 

spicy sauce, with peanuts, chopped carrots, 

chilies, and the aforementioned Sichuan 

peppercorns. 

Then there’s the sweet and sour pork, 

familiarly bright red but with a pleasingly 

complex vinegar-and-sugar flavour, somewhat 

reminiscent of hot wings. Stir-fried with spicy 

green peppers and onions, it’s not too sweet 

and is the obvious primeval ancestor of the 

takeout junk you may be uncomfortably 

familiar with. 

Hot and sour soup, another Sichuan 

standby ($2), was quite frankly disappointing 

— bland and lacking the vinegar tang of a 

really good bowl of the stuff. A splash of table-

side vinegar and chili improved matters some. 

Sichuan-style, stir-fried beef here is served 

on a large black hotplate and cooked with an 

assortment of red bell peppers, chili peppers 

and green peppers, as well as onions and 

mushrooms, reminding me of a sizzling and 

slightly more nutritious Chinese variant on 

fajitas. 

Particularly unmissable are stir-fried 

green beans with peppercorns and pork 

($2.50), a classic Sichuan recipe that is 

entirely addictive. We also sampled stir-fried 

pork belly with green peppers, Sichuan 

peppercorns and onions for $4.50 – a not 

untasty but far too fatty experiment that 

sounded better than it tasted. 

Simply put, Sichuan provides a great, 

no-frills place to cheaply kick off a night of 

vigorous drinking with some tall Angkor beers 

and copious amounts of spicy, greasy, Chinese-

style comfort food. You may not be eating your 

dinner out of a cute little box with Chinese 

characters on it, but the taste will evoke some 

happy (or drunken) memories of home.

Sichuan Restaurant, Street 136 (between 

Monivong and Central Market)

urban mex restaurant

OPEN 10 TO 10

New!

No. 13 Street 282, Phnom Penh

Tel.: 092 388 123

Near Wat Langka (between street 51&57)

Tel.: 092 626 123
E-mail: lacita@live.ca
web: http://lacita.ox2net.com

10%
 Off 
TAKE

LJ’s Grill & Chill
No 13 Street 282. T: 095 968 162
Best dogs and burgers in BKK!

facebook.com/LjsGrillandChill

Hot Dog & Fries Combo
only $4.00

kung pao
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#15-17, Street 240, Phnom Penh, Kingdom of Cambodia
Tel: 855 (0)23 990 951     H.P.: 855 (0)17 588 191     Email: contact@redaproncambodia.com

Join us in the Discovery

of Wine anD its culture.EXHIBITS
Merging Metaphors

The Embassy of India is delighted to invite our friends 
to an art exhibition called Merging Metaphors at the 
Royal University of Fine Arts (RUFA). Until March 22 at 
the Royal University of Fine Arts, Street 178.  

Imagination, by Lim Keo
Born in 1973 in Cambodia, Lim Keo graduated 
from the Chambre Syndicale de la haute couture in 
Paris. Lim Keo was surrounded by the Haute Cou-
ture spirit during his three years of study in Paris. In 
2004, Lim Keo won first prize at the Biennale Inter-
nationale du Design in Saint Etienne. This exhibition 
marks a turning point in his approach as an artist as 
this is his first painting exhibition. He expresses on 
the canvas his unconscious symbolic images. Institut 
francais du Cambodge, St. 184. 

Nicole Kircher
US artist Nicole Kircher (www.nicolekircher.com) 
is based in Bangkok. She has worked as an art 
educator in public and private institutions and 
has assisted non-profit arts organisations includ-
ing the Centre for Photography at Woodstock 
(NY). Meta House, Sothearos Blvd.

The Buddhist Bug
The concept of artist Anida Yoeu Ali, and a project 
of Studio Revolt.  In the artist statement she explains: 
“The Buddhist Bug Project seeks to map a new 
spiritual and social landscape through its surreal 
existence amongst ordinary people and everyday 
environments. The Buddhist Bug is a fantastic 
saffron-coloured creature that can span the length 
of a 30-metre bridge or coil into a small orange 
ball. Rooted in an autobiographical exploration 
of identity, the Bug comes from the artist’s own 
spiritual turmoil between Islam and Buddhism. Set 
among everyday people in ordinary moments, the 
Bug provokes obvious questions of belonging and 
displacement.” The Bug is an other-worldly creature 
with bright orange ‘skin’ the colour of Buddhist 
monk robes with a head piece based on the Islamic 
hijab.  Together with photographer Masahiro 
Sugano (her creative partner from Studio Revolt), 
Anida brought the Bug to Cambodia, the country 
of her birth and of the Bug.  She created a series of 
site-specific performances, inserting the Bug into 
urban and rural landscapes, resulting in humorous 
and surreal scenarios. Until April 7 at Java Arts Café, 
#56 Sihanouk Boulevard. 

Portrait K

Inspired by the religious murals of Cambodia’s majes-
tic pagodas, along with the technique of polychrome 
and lacquerware, in his series Portraits of Today’s 
Khmer People, Theam expresses his perception of a 
reality where peculiarity and beauty combine seam-
lessly. We are invited to witness a series of intimate 
visual essays on the blurred ambiguity between 
‘common’ people and those considered ‘sacred’. 
The figures that play such a strong role in Theam’s 
paintings set a curious scene in which confusion and 
ambivalence reign. Theam’s creative process includes 
polychrome images with successive layers of paint, 
enhanced by scratched effects. Lotus Pond Gallery at 
The Plantation, #28 St. 184.

Night vision
Chris Coles is an artist and filmmaker who lives in 
Los Angeles and Bangkok. His paintings, in the 
Expressionist style, are jagged emotional portraits, 
revealing a raw and primitive layer of the human 
experience. They are part of the Expressionist 
movement which has its roots in the Germany of the 
early 1900s. Almost 100 years later, the insight and 
brilliance of the Expressionist vision lives on, true to 
the ongoing struggle and clash of human existence 
on a planet in constant and violent transformation, 
expressed in strong colours and distorted lines, 
swirling patterns, allowing us a glimpse into the true 
nature of our lives and our world as they actually 
are, not as we would wish them to be. Meta House, 
#37 Sothearos Blvd. 

Abstract Nature, by Anna Bella Betts 
Anna, a longtime expat in Cambodia originally 
hailing from Tabor in the Czech Republic, pres-
ents her first exhibition in the Kingdom. Living in 
Siem Reap and frequently out with her camera, 
Anna tries to look beyond the temples for inspira-
tion. These pictures represent some of the simple 
rules she has set: no people, no monks, no kids, 
no iconic images. The Flicks 2, #34 Street 130. 

Me And My Society, by Bo Rithy
Me And My Society looks at identity within the 
larger community and the ways in which we inter-
act and treat one another as well as what unites 
and what divides us. The artist, Bo Rithy, places 
himself within this critical frame through the use 
of photographic collage. He too is not immune to 
the omnipresent eye of Buddha which is also a 
reoccurring motif throughout this series of paint-
ings. Romeet Gallery, Street 178.

EATS

LISTINGS
Send your event listings to
events@theadvisorcambodia.com.
Deadline Sunday 5pm for Thursday publication.

Margarita Mayhem
Enjoy Mash up remixes & tunes with DJ Narata (CAM). 
4pm at Riverhouse, Sisowath Quay

Dance Class
Modern Dance/Jazz with Ms Laura: open age (adult) 
5:30pm at Cambodiana Hotel, Sisowath Quay.

Happy Mondays 
Reggae and the best wood-fired pizza in Phnom Penh 
courtesy of Katy Peri’s. Happy available upon request. 
6pm at Show Box, St. 330. 

Dance Class
Classical/Clinical Pilates with Ms Erin: open age (adult). 
6:40pm at Cambodiana Hotel, Sisowath Quay.

Dance Class
Raqs Sharqi Bellydance with Ms Linda: open age 
(adult). 7:45pm at Cambodiana Hotel, Sisowath Quay.

Gordon Webster
With Seb, Sylvie,  Euan, Greg & PPP Swings. 8pm at 
The Village, St. 360.

Smoody Groovez
One man, one voice, one keyboard: romantic pop 
songs and old-time crooners. 8pm at Riverside Bistro, 
#273 Sisowath Quay.

Open Mic Night at The Cavern
8:30pm at The Cavern Pub and Cafe, #19 St. 104.

 

 Tuesday 19
Yoga Classes

6am Ashtanga (self practice); 8am Ashtanga (led asana 
class); 12.15pm Slow Flow Yoga (mixed ability) and 
6.30pm Sweat & Samadhi (vinyasa yoga, pranayama, 
relaxation and meditation). From 6am at Yoga Phnom 
Penh, close to St. 21 and BKK market.

The Gym Sports Bar Quiz Night 
5:30pm at The Gym Sports Bar, #42 St. 178. 

Tap Dance
With Ms Laura: open age & level (steps modified for begin-
ners). 5:30pm at Cambodiana Hotel, Sisowath Quay.

Break Dance
With Mr Peanut: open age (adult). 6:30pm at Cambodi-
ana Hotel, Sisowath Quay.

Quiz Night at Score 
Teams of up to six people. $2 per person. Winning team 
takes all. 7:30pm at Score! Sports Bar & Grill, St. 282.

Phnom Penh Chess Club 
7:30pm at Open Wine, St. 19.

Open Mic
8pm at Sundance Inn & Saloon, St. 172.

The Queen of the Penh
Engerla Cabaret show. 8pm at Riverhouse, Sisowath Quay.

Bachata Tropica
Learn to dance Bachata with Professor Andrew. Begin-
ner’s class: 7.30pm to 8.30pm; Intermediate Class: 
8.30pm to 9.30pm. 7:30pm at Equinox, St. 278.

PhnomPenh Pop Quiz 
90 minutes of pop trivia: lots of questions, lots of frag-
ments, lots of fun! 8pm at Equinox, St. 278.

Wednesday 20
Yoga Classes

With Alison and Oskar: 8am Vinyasa Flow Yoga; 
12.15pm YogAbs/YogBut and 5.45pm Deep Flow. 8am 
at Yoga Phnom Penh, close to St. 21 and BKK market.

Teeny Tu-tuus
With Ms Laura: 18 months to 2.5 years early years bal-
let. 12:15pm at Cambodiana Hotel, Sisowath Quay.

In Between (Gay and Lesbian) 
Cocktail specials and a prize for the best dressed. 6pm 
at Show Box, St. 330.

Latin Fever 
Salsa lessons and dancing, special foods and cocktails 
and lots of Latino fun. 7pm at Latin Quarter, St. 178.

Yoga Flow with Alison
7:30pm at Botanic Café, St. 19.

 Open Mic
7:30pm at Velkommen Backpackers, St. 144.

Trivia in the Garden 
Enjoy great food with friends, drinks and cool breezes 
in the lush chilled garden, while attempting to answar 
Miss Abigail’s questions. At the end you could be up 
to $180 richer. 7:30pm at The Willow Boutique Hotel, 
St. 21.

Underdogs
A journey to the Cambodian Golden Age by revisiting 
Khmer sounds with a youthful energy. Presented by 
KlapYaHandz. 8pm at Doors Phnom Penh, St. 84.

Cambodian Comedy Club
With Andrew Clay (NZ) and Marcus Ryan (AUS) plus 
special guest performances. 8pm at Pontoon. St. 172.

Strictly Salsa
Free beginner’s steps 8-9pm: Salsa, Bachata, Meren-
gue, Bossa and more. Hot Latin sounds: 9pm ‘til late. 
8pm at Equinox, St. 278.

ARTillery
Reminiscent of Platform 9¾ at King’s Cross Station in 
the Harry Potter novels, Street 240½ has something of 
the preternatural about it. This winding passageway in 
the heart of the arts district is now home to ARTillery, a 
creative hub for artistic souls. British fashionista Emma 
Fountain, who with her restaurateur brother Jay and 
Siem Reap-based visual poet Loven Ramos created 
the unusual space, said: “It isn’t a typical location. We 
wanted something a little quirkier – more secret and 
underground.” Quirky it is: ARTillery is a rare fusion 
of fashion house, art gallery, performance space and 
organic cafe. The cafe serves raw and organic foods, 
plus artisan coffees. “We’re testing a Turkish coffee 
which is traditionally dripped through a sock,” says 
Jay, “but that’s the tough thing around here – nobody 
wears socks because everybody’s in flip-flops!” Also on 
the menu are a Sunday market; cooking lessons, and 
creative writing sessions. St. 240½; 078 985 530. 

Atmosphere
Art déco, the stylistic progeny of 1920s Paris, burst the 
banks of art to flood almost every aspect of design, from 
the visual arts and architecture to fashion and even film. 
Based on geometric shapes, its elegant approach to 
modernism owed much to popular interest in ancient 
archaeological sites such as the tomb of Tutankhamun, 
Pompei and Troy. Atmosphere, a Frency restaurant on 
Norodom Boulevard which first opened its doors in 
1995, may boast slightly more staid decor than might 
be expected of a dead Egyptian pharaoh, but the array 
of antiquities therein – from crumbling saxophones sus-
pended on columns, to hallucinogenic floor tiles – sum-
mon the spirit of smoky 1920s French bistros. Bilingual 
menus romp through the finest of provincial French fare. 
Worthy of particular note is the jambon blanc, a thick 
slab of honeyed jam with chilli sauce. #141 Norodom 
Blvd; 012 960573.

Blue Pumpkin
The original, and some may say the best. Hailing from 
Siem Reap, Blue Pumpkin is an all-rounder, serving 
up breakfasts, Western and Asian cuisine and perfect 
patisseries in the coolest, most calming space in town. 
However, let us be honest, it’s the ice cream you came 
here for: with over 40 flavours and a gargantuan selec-
tion of sundaes, it’s perfectly possibly to languish on 
the infamous sofa-beds from dawn ‘til dusk consuming 
waffle cones topped with chunky rocky road, sharp 
raspberry sorbet, boozy rum and raisin. Fancy a little 
extra to accompany your scoops? Try the fluffsome 
macaroons, or the marbled chocolate cheesecake. 
There’s only one downside: you may be horrified to 
realise you are as voluptuous as the sofas by the time 
you leave. #245 Siowath Quay; 023 998 153.

Chinese House
An unlikely marriage of oriental design and occidental 
architecture, Chinese House is today home to one of 
the capital’s coolest hang-outs. This colonial-era man-
sion was built in 1903, by Chinese food merchant Tun 
Bunpa, on land that had previously belonged to one of 
the sons of Phnom Penh’s founding father King Ponhea 
Yat. The house fell briefly into external hands – includ-
ing those of an Australian art historian – between 1975 
and 2008, when it was bought back by none other than 
Bunpa’s great granddaughter. Currently the preserve 
of several Venezuelan foodies, it’s been transformed 
into an effortlessly chic restaurant/bar/gallery combo: 
a must for connoisseurs of every hue. #45 Sisowath 
Quay; 023 991 514.

Deco
There have doubtless been numerous, perhaps even 
countless times in Phnom Penh when you have craved 
nothing more than a scotch egg. And if not a scotch 
egg, then surely a slab of sticky toffee pudding. At least, 
you will have had these cravings if you are British and 
were therefore raised to consider the scotch egg and 
the sticky toffee pudding as constituting the absolute ze-
nith of gustatory panache. Raise a cheer then for Deco, 
the newest addition to BKK1’s restaurant scene, which 
serves up modern European food with a high-class and 
delicate twist. Yes, they have scotch eggs, but they are 
quails’ egg with a smear of mustard mayonnaise; yes, 
they have sticky toffee pudding, but laced with enough 
alcohol to exclude it from even the most avant-garde 
of school dinners. The plan behind the restaurant’s 
establishment was simple. “We wanted to create a place 
which was smart yet relaxed, high quality and value for 
money,” explains co-owner Rob Ainge. Deco captures 
the spirit of Hemingway’s era while remaining confi-
dently contemporary: monochrome yet modern décor; 
Cole Porter piano by day, up-tempo tunes by night. # 
46 Street 352; 017 577 327.

The Exchange
In some other reality, The Exchange would serve as the 
local steakhouse where floor traders breaked for Black 
Angus burgers and two-martini lunches. Men in banker 
vests and poker hats would chomp cigars and talk 
dizzyingly about bulls and bears and double witching 

hours. Here on planet Cambodia, however, where the 
shiny new stock exchange counts but a single member, 
The Exchange, Chef Tom O Connor’s latest culinary 
investment, is more simply one of the capital’s newest 
uptown eateries. Housed in an oversized colonial villa, 
exposed brick and hardwood furniture lend a sense 
of new-money gravitas to a menu built firmly around 
meat, the pinnacle of which is the US beef strip steak 
with kampot pepper crush, sautéed pink eye potatoes 
and buttered squash for $17.50. #28 St. 47 (Rue de 
France); 023 992 865.

Irina
Irina sells vodka by the milligram, 100 for $3. In the 
early years, she kept her own still too, and connoisseurs 
came from across the country to sip the Kingdom’s most 
sought after Russian spirit, often served by the ageless 
Soviet angel herself. In nearly two decades of operation, 
however, with recalcitrant landlords and skyrocketing 
rents, hauling a vodka still around town became too 
much trouble, and these days, the small hot-water jugs 
come filled with imported stuff. Sure, it’s not homemade. 
But served with the Russian Snack ($5.80) of smoked 
herring, marinated mushrooms, pickles and onions, the 
bottled stuff is just as warm and soothing as anything 
from Red Square. And the rest of menu – with standout 
dishes such as borsch, draniki, and blini and red caviar 
– make Irina’s Russian Restaurant a magnet for anyone 
from east of the Danube. #15 St. 352; 098 833 524;

Kanji
The much-touted entry into the upper echelons of the 
city’s Japanese scene is Kanji, located in the Almond 
Hotel. Diners can create their own sushi plates, choos-
ing from a selection of imported ingredients such as 
surf clam and scallops, before settling down on one 
of the restaurant’s three floors. Aimed at the corpo-
rate customer base it has a determinedly globalised 
atmosphere and mouth-watering sushi at eye-watering 
prices. #128 Sothearos Blvd, 023 22 08 22

Kandal House
One of the best spots to relax on Riverside, Kandal 
House is the perfect place for a bit of people watching. 
This intimate Khmer diner specialises in home-cooked 
grub, from Asian to Italian. One of the best meals on 
the menu is the four-cheese ravioli, a heaving mass of 
molten blue, cheddar, parmesan and Swiss cheese. 
The vibe is friendly and unpretentious, with free wi-fi 
and plenty of comfy chairs. Make yourself at home. Your 
hosts certainly will. #239 Sisowath Quay;  016 800 111 
/ 098 800 111. 

Knyay
Boasting such creative dishes as sweet potato, pumpkin 
and coconut curry, and lentil fritters, Knyay is equal 
parts sustenance and experience. Putting unexpected 
vegan twists on Southeast Asian dishes is something of a 
specialty of theirs and they do so in an indoor/outdoor 
Garden of Eden enclosure tucked away off Sihanouk 
Boulevard. Difficult as dessert may be for vegans, Knyay 
offers a sticky rice with mango dish that rounds off any 
meal, as well as smoothies, shakes, and juices which are 
freshly blended to order. #25 Suramarit Boulevard (St. 
268); 092 665225

Naturae
In certain parts, growing grass on an outdoor table 
could land you behind bars. But these are not those 
sorts of parts, and nor is this that sort of grass. The 
founders of Naturae, one of the more eco-conscious 
eateries in town, believe in ‘preserving the future of our 
planet by promoting organic farming, using natural 
products, and, in doing so, offering the best to our 
children’. Whether or not you’re with child, the miniature 
manicured lawns waving their greenery at you from 
the table top cannot fail to amuse. Healthy living is the 
mantra here: deli shelves sag beneath bags of organic 
rice, baby food and cleaning products. Cambodian 
mango jam nestles between yogi teas and handmade 
soaps. The menu is just as wholesome, from homemade 
yoghurt to fat $5.50 wraps. Need a pick-me-up? Wash 
it down with a shot of wheatgrass, alkalising green or 
spirulina. Carnivores need not apply. Naturae, #83 St. 
240; 017 368937; asiabio.asia.    

Q Tea Bubble Milk Tea
True to its name, Q Tea is most definitely cute. So cute 
even the fried fishball snacks are fashioned into the form 
of pandas or Angry Birds. So cute it’ll give you a tooth-
ache. It’s this saccharine sweetness, as well the prime 
location behind Sisowath High, which makes Q Tea the 
place to be for seen for teens crazed by E numbers and 
hormonal fluctuations. Bubble tea is, to all intents and 
purposes, teen crack, and Q Tea is one hell of pusher. 
With more than 100 varieties a quick visit turns into 
some sort of gustatory version of Pokemon: Strawberry 
Snowbubble, Iced Lychee with Magic Bubbles, Hawaii 
Bubble – gotta catch ‘em all. If a drink that sounds 
more like a member of the My Little Pony cast than 
a beverage doesn’t appeal to sophisticates, then the 
menu offers Japanese-influenced Matcha Red Bean 
Green Milk Tea, or a small selection of ‘non-bubbles.’ 
But let’s be honest here, anyone drinking bubble tea 
long ago relinquished all claims to sophistication. So sit 
back, relax, and go ahead and order those Angry Birds 
fishballs. #5 St 178; 096 215 1711.

Red Apron
The final word in sophistication, Red Apron is perhaps 
one of Phnom Penh’s best-kept secrets. This ultra-mod-
ern urban lounge occupies a vast split-level space in 
the arts district on Street 240, and is fast becoming the 
ultimate hang-out for the über-elite. White leather sofas 
and claret-red velvet chairs nestle between exposed 
brickwork and tiled floors, and private rooms await those 
who prefer to do their partying with a little discretion. 
Not a bad idea, considering there are more than 300 
wines to work your way through, along with a selection 
of high-brow meals. Be seen here for maximum style 
points. Open every day from 4pm. #15-17 St. 240.

The vegetarian
With filling meals starting at just $1, The Vegetarian is 
the perfect option for a regular lunch spot if you happen 
to be nearby. On a daily basis, from twelve-ish to two or 
three-ish, they offer set meals of rice, soup, and two or 
three vegetable dishes for the same price as one of their 
regular menu items. Most of their dishes are vegan and 
the ones which aren’t, are pretty obvious. #11 St. 200; 
012 905 766.

For
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#130A Street 430   •  Tel: 077 851 800
A business of Daughters of Cambodia,  
employing victims of sexual trafficking

facebook.com/sugarspicegarden    •    www.daughtersofcambodia.org

Get your Irish on.
   Shepherd’s Pie      •         Irish Stew          •    Brownie Parfaits

St. Patrick’s Day Menu Noon - 5 p.m. Sunday, March 17


